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The Company of the Green Man

Jack in the green am I 
and master have I none 

and whilst there are trees upon this land 
the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head 
as they do bow to me

for my faces are as many 
as the leaves upon a tree 



Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man. Welcome to this eighteenth bumper edition of The Company of the Green
Man e-newsletter. I had hoped to get this edition out just before Christmas but as usual the best laid plans of mice and men………

My thanks as always to everyone who has contributed to these pages. Green Man hunters extraordinaire Vanessa Piggott, Jo Gibson and
Derek Penrose for so many wonderful additions and corrections to our Gazetteer and these pages, John Roper for scouring the media for
mentions of the Green Man and everybody else who has generously contributed.

Last May I was honoured to spend time with two new Jacks on the block, the Evercreech and the Bradford on Avon Jacks-in-the-Green. I
also met up with an old and much loved friend the Bristol Jack-in-the-Green and I was honoured to walk with a Jack that I have been
wanting to catch up with for years, the wonderful Hammersmith Jack-in-the-Green. Accounts of my time spent with these Jacks and lots of
photographs follow later in this edition.

May Day is almost upon us, the events page on the website HERE details all the events that feature The traditional Jack-in-the-Green or
The Green Man throughout the UK. Please do go out and support one of these events. If anyone knows of any events that are not listed
there or if there are any corrections/amendments required please don’t hesitate to contact me.

It is more important than ever to support these events this year as the early May Day Bank Holiday has been moved from Monday 4th May
to Friday 8th May in order to commemorate the 75th anniversary of VE day. Whilst the victory of democracy over fascism should of course
be celebrated, this is an event worthy of a one off additional holiday to honour those involved. Instead in their infinite lack of wisdom,
minimal consultation and downright ignorance the government decided instead to just move the bank holiday. This will affect many
traditional events across this country. Such events are planned well in advance and rely upon the availability of participants and audiences,
many of whom will be unavailable now as the Monday is a working day. For many individuals, businesses and groups planning for the May
bank holiday has been underway since last year. These events provide important income for cafes, pubs, shops, hotels, camping sites at
the very beginning of their season. Please do your best to support these events this year. Many of those involved in these events did their
best to try to get the government to re-think this change but sadly to no avail. The lack of thought regarding this decision is evident in the
2020 diaries and calendars issued to members of government which all detailed the May Bank Holiday as Monday 4th May!

If you are organising or participating in any of these events thank you for keeping this magical tradition alive and I wish you all the best for
a fantastic and enjoyable day.

I mentioned in my last communication that my day job of nearly twenty years sadly came to an end when the company I worked for was
sold and I was made redundant in October 2019. In addition my Father suffered a serious stroke this January. Unfortunately this means
that I need to take some time out from some aspects of The Company of the Green Man for the foreseeable future.

I intend to keep our blog going as our means of communication during 2020 especially for keeping our members and subscribers updated
during the Jack in the Green season and for reporting on all the other annual events this year. Please subscribe to the blog if you would
like to be alerted whenever there is a new post. I hope that normal service will be resumed as soon as possible but think it best that I
make no commitments for now. This means that updating the gazetteer and Flickr archive will all be on hold as they take a considerable
amount of time to attend to. This newsletter also takes a lot of time to produce and so for now I am not going to make any promises
when the next edition will be published. It will be back though, that I do promise.

My thanks to everyone for their support and I wish you all a wonderful 2020.

Chris Walton

thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

https://thecompanyofthegreenman.com/annual-events/
mailto:thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com
http://www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk/


2019 Jacks in the Green

I am extremely pleased to be able to report that the number of Jacks sighted in 2019 was at least 21.

They were (in no particular order):

❖ The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Fowlers Troop (Deptford) Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Hammersmith Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Dead Horse Morris (Whitstable) Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Bovey Tracey (Grimspound Morris) Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Bluebell Hill (Rochester Sweeps) Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Bristol Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Guildford Bush
❖ The Evercreech Jack in the Green
❖ The Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Highworth Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Hever Castle Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green
❖ The London Pagan Pride Parade Jack in the Green
❖ Boss Morris Jack in the Green
❖ The Brentham Jack in the Green
❖ The Bradford on Avon Jack in the Green
❖ The Carshalton Straw Jack

The Islington Milkmaid’s Garland (the ancestor of The Traditional Jack in the Green) also went out with New Esperance Morris on May
1st. A small number of private Jacks also paraded in 2019. I am still trying to obtain any photos of The Knutsford, Hever Castle,
Winchcombe and Carshalton 2019 Jacks for our archive. If anyone can help please do get in touch.

I would also really appreciate any pictures of any of this years (and previous years) Jacks to add to our archive. Even though I’m cutting
back on the time I can spend with The Company of the Green Man this year I don’t intend to stop gathering pictures and information for
our archive.

I was honoured to meet and walk with The Hammersmith Jack in the Green last year and to revisit an old friend, the Bristol Jack in the
Green. I was also very excited to be able to meet two fantastic brand new Jacks: The Evercreech Jack in the Green and The Bradford
on Avon Jack in the Green. More details and plenty of pictures on these and all of last years Jacks are on the following pages.

It was also great to hear that a Jack in the Green put in an appearance at The London Pagan Pride Parade for the first time in a number
of years.

And two more Jacks came to light, one current and one historical: Boss Morris have had an incredible unique Jack in the Green who has
seen May dawn in for the past three years in Gloucestershire and East Sussex Morris Men had a combined Green Man/Jack in the Green
that saw the May Dawn in during the 1990’s. More on both of these later in this edition too.

I am indebted to all the organisers and participants of the Jacks I met last year for making me feel so welcome and putting up with me
getting in the way with my camera.

I would also like to thank all those involved with all the other Jacks that went out last year and will go out this year for keeping this
wonderful, magical tradition alive.

Thanks to Justyn Barnes for the picture of The Hastings Traditional Jack in the Green used on this page.



Boss Morris Jack-in-the-Green

My thanks to Alex Merry for sending me these
wonderful pictures of the Boss Morris Jack in the
Green and for telling me all about her.

Boss Morris Jack in the Green is actually a Jacky in
the Green. She was created in April 2017 and first
appeared on Painswick Beacon at dawn on May Day
2017 at an annual hop hosted by Gloucestershire
Morris Men with Boss Morris, Stroud Ladies Morris &
Miserden Morris attending. She is entirely formed
from recycled materials. The Boss Morris Jacky is not
slain at the end of the day but instead the Spirit of
Summer in the form of petals can be seen emanating
from her. Jacky lives at an eco-housing community
while she is sleeping throughout the rest of the year.

Boss Morris is an all female Morris Dancing side that
sprang up out of the five valleys of Stroud,
Gloucestershire in 2015. The twelve-strong group of
dancers now regularly hops and performs across the
UK with their unique take on the traditional English
Folk dance. Boss Morris is an eclectic group of
professional performers, dancers, musicians, artists
and a horde of magical beasts who create tailored
performances for vibrant and exciting events. Boss is
well known by folk and artistic communities alike,
with audiences and fans from far and wide. Cotswold
Morris is the side’s main dance form but they take
inspiration from many types of dance, old and new.
Boss’s style pulls on ancient customs and traditional
dances but gives them a modern twist with their
striking attire, dazzling the crowds.

Alongside building strong roots in their local
community and the wider folk scene, Boss also work
extensively with prominent artists and musicians;
touring and performing with bands, featuring in
music videos and performing at music festival



Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green 2019

My thanks to Angela Bartholomew for this great picture of the 2019 Hastings
Traditional Jack in the Green.

The Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green was revived by Keith Leech in 1983
and is now one of the biggest annual gatherings of Morris Dancers in the
country.

“The Jack in the Green Festival is an annual event that takes place in various
parts of the gorgeous seaside resort that is Hastings. It attracts thousands of
visitors every year. This is a true British May Day celebration not to be missed.
The event has been described as ‘The celebration of Morris dancing and
traditional merriment, centering on the symbolic figure of Jack in the Green
and culminating in a wild costumed parade – one of the most bizarre in
Britain.’ The long weekend event includes music of all genres from some of the
best local and surrounding areas bands, sun, historic and social events, and is
filled with family fun. The weekend is topped off by the main event with the
Jack in the Green parade itself. The parade begins at 9.45am setting off from
the Fisherman’s Huts in Rock-a-Nore Road in the Old Town, and finishes on the
West Hill, where you will have an opportunity to see traditional folk dancers
and music throughout the afternoon. The festival culminates with the slaying
of Jack, to release the spirit of summer for the year. So go down, be merry and
enjoy the true British festivities!”

Bluebell Hill (Rochester Sweeps) Jack-in-the-Green 2019

This wonderful picture of the Bluebell Hill Jack in the Green being woken at dawn on May 1st was taken by Jocelyne Wilson. The Rochester Jack
was revived in 1981 by Gordon Newton and based on accounts written by Charles Dickens in his ‘Sketches by Boz.’ The Rochester Jack-in-the-
Green is brought to life during a fantastic ceremony that takes place at Dawn on May 1st at the top of Bluebell Hill each year.

Originally revived by Boughton Monchelsea Morris, custodianship of Jack was passed to Motley Morris in 1984 who now wake Jack with various
other Morris sides at dawn on May Morning (approximately 5:32am) at the Bluebell Hill picnic area surrounded by twelve bonfires. Jack is also
paraded through the streets of Rochester by Motley Morris usually on the bank holiday Monday as part of the very popular three day Sweeps
Festival. An article in the Chatham and Rochester Observer in 1932 states that ” Sixty years ago (the 1870’s) it was not considered May Day if we
had not seen at least three Jacks-in-the-Green and their attendants from Rochester and Chatham.”



Grimspound Morris Jack-in-the-Green

My thanks to Jo Gibson for sending in some wonderful pictures of
the Bovey Tracey Green Man festival. The festival was held on
Saturday 27th April. Because of forecasted high winds the local
council in their infinite wisdom decided to postpone the event just
the afternoon before! As most Morris sides (who are the backbone
of the event) had already started travelling, it still went ahead - by
the will of the people! but without a road closure and without the
stalls etc....

Jo and her Husband had driven over in their camper van and were
delighted that the Morris were heading up the street with
instruments - having seen the postponed signs... “It turned out to be
a fantastic day (as in previous years) Luckily the important parts for
a festival were all in attendance - the Green Man, with his junior
sidekick, many raucous and musical Morris sides, sundry locals and
visitors (including at least one from America - sporting a beautiful
Green Man mask!) and copious amounts of ale and liquor -
dispensed by the local hostelries - particularly the Cromwell Arms
and the Dartmoor Whisky Distillery. When not dancing in the wind,
hail, rain and sunshine the sides could be found reeling in the
Distillery where you could view the still pumping out the elixir of life
behind the whirling dancers!
After a parade up and down the town and dancing at several
locations, in late afternoon the sides converged in a spiral dance
around the Green Man who was loudly and thoroughly divested of
his greenery.... in truth the man within looked not much different
without his decoration....a real green man! People took pieces of
greenery away and it was lovely to see the young sidekick then curl
up beneath the greenery - incubating for the next year!
The Green Man turned up again at dawn on Mayday up on Haytor
where the Beltane and Grimspound Morris danced up the sun in
time-honoured fashion.



Dead Horse Morris Jack-in-the-Green 2019

My thanks to Annie Taylor for this great picture of the 2019 Dead
Horse Morris Jack in the Green.

Dead Horse Morris have a Jack-in-the-Green clad entirely in Ivy
who takes part in the Dawn Rising celebrations on Whitstable
Beach on May 1st each year. He then takes part in the Whitstable
May celebrations. The Jack is built of ivy leaves tied together in
bunches and then fixed to a light-weight frame. In it’s final form it
also boasts a crown.

Dead Horse Morris are a Morris side from Whitstable in Kent made
up of the Dead Horse Morris Men and the Broomdashers ladies
team. They dance a regional style of the traditional English Morris
Dance, although they lean more towards the “Border” style and
“Molly Dancing” than the better known bells-and-hankies Cotswold
dances.

Dead Horse Morris was formed in 1986 they dance in heavy hob-
nailed boots, use short blackthorn sticks and their kit is based on
the ordinary working clothes of a local fisherman or dredger of the
late 19th Century.

Guildford Bush 2019

Pilgrim Morris kindly allowed me to publish
this great picture of the 2019 Guildford
Bush

This Jack is accompanied by the Pilgrim
Morris Men of Guildford during the annual
Summerpole all day event in Guildford.

They meet at the bottom of the High street
and process to Holy Trinity Church with
the Maypole. The Maypole is then erected
on Castle Green and the dancing involving
guest Morris sides begins. This Jack was
revived in 1976 by Pilgrim Morris. For
many years the Jack was carried by
folklorist George Frampton.

Pilgrim Morris were founded in 1972,
during the summer months they dance
around Surrey and north-east Hampshire,
and occasionally further afield. The
Guildford Jack is built from Laurel and
usually stands just ten inches higher than
the occupant who is “usually somebody of
less than average height.” “The activity of
the bush depends on the inclination of the
carrier. Sometimes it gets in the way of
the dancers and entertains the public and
at other times it just stands around.



Islington Milk Maid’s Garland 2019

New Esperance Morris have paraded the Islington Milkmaid’s Garland through Islington every May
Day since 1981 when it was first revived with the help of Dave Lobb’s research and inspiration. The
Milkmaids Garlands date back to the 17th Century and were the precursor to The Traditional Jack in
the Green.

The Islington Milk Maid’s Garland is about five feet tall, and needs two people to carry it. New
Esperance also take the Islington Milk Maid’s Garland to Hastings for the Traditional Jack in the
Green Bank Holiday each year.

New Esperance Morris (known as Esps to their friends) have been continuing the tradition of
women’s Morris dancing in London since the 1970s. They draw on a rich heritage, specifically that of
Mary Neal, who set up the first women’s Morris, Esperance Club in 1896 and later became involved
with the suffrage movement. New Esperance dance Cotswold Dances in the traditions of Bledington,
Fieldtown, Ilmington, and their own Esperance tradition.

Whitstable Jack in the Green 2019

A Jack-in-the-Green was revived for the Whitstable Folk Festival in 1976 and became central to the Whitstable May Day celebrations. The Jack
was supported by Oyster Morris who also had their own Green Man who combined the roles of Jester and announcer dressed in white and
green. The Whitstable Jack is accompanied by two attendants dressed as Robin Hood and Maid Marian. Dixie Lee one of the original
organisers said in 1992 “At the time it just seemed like the Jack was looking for a reason to come out again, and I must say that every year
when Jack makes his appearance on the street I get such a feeling of power from him that I know it was the right thing to do” After 40 years
of reviving the Whitstable Jack, Dixie Lee retired in 2016 at the age of 80 and Oyster Morris took over the Jack and the procession. Sadly in
2019 Oyster Morris hung up their bells and closed. It is hoped that the Jack in the Green will continue

The Whitstable Times of 4th May 1895 included a report about a Jack in the Green catching fire on Whitstable High Street. Stephen Penn was
in the Jack “encased in a pyramid of evergreens covered with thin colour paper…. “Jack” thought he would have a pipe and proceeded to light
up” A spark from the pipe ascended to the upper part of the casing and caught alight. “He was instantly enveloped in flames” Fortunately the
evergreens seem to have protected him and he only had his whiskers burnt off. His son Stephen Penn Jnr. however became ignited whilst
attempting to help his father and was badly burnt, he was treated by the newly formed ambulance corps. A story circulated in 1977 that in
1912 the Whitstable Jack in the Green caught fire and the man inside burnt to death putting a stop to the tradition. There is no evidence of
this and perhaps it is more than likely that the writer was in fact referring to the 1895 incident and perhaps embellishing it with their own
memories of the 1973 film “The Wicker Man” for dramatic effect. In May 2016 Dixie Lee informed me of an addition to this story from a local
lady that she knows well. Her Grandmother (whilst heavily pregnant) was walking to the shops when see saw the Jack catch fire. This caused
such a shock that she went into labour. The result was a baby girl called May. May seems to have been unaffected by the incident and lived to
the ripe old age of 99!

It was from Whitstable’s fame for oysters that the name Oyster Morris was adopted by a group of women who began to dance in the mid
1970s. The men soon followed, so that Oyster Morris eventually had a men’s side and a women’s side. They danced a vigorous Cotswold style.
The music, played mainly on melodeons, or sometimes a flute, was a mixture of traditional and original tunes arranged to complement their
dancing.



Oxford Jack in the Green 2019

Summertown Morris and Sophie Law kindly allowed me to reproduce these great pictures of the 2019 Oxford Jack in the Green

The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green appears every year in Oxford on May Morning. Oxford University Morris Men introduced the Jack-in-the-Green
to their May Morning festivities in 1951. At that time they were unaware that a Jack-in-the-Green was a common sight in and around Oxford
in the 19th century. Oxford City Morris Men along with Oxford University Morris Men (Town and Gown) now share responsibility organising
the Morris dancing in Oxford on May Morning led by Jack in the Green.

The Oxford Jack is usually first seen with the crowds near Magdalen Tower just before 6am and leads an informal procession up ‘The High’ to
Radcliffe Square, where the first dance of the day: “Bonny Green” from Bucknell, starts at about 6.25am. Jack then moves through New
College Lane and Broad Street, concluding with a massed ‘Bonny Green Garters’ outside St. John’s College in St. Giles around 8.30am. After
breakfast the Oxford University Morris Men and Oxford City Morris Men usually take Jack to a display for the children of St. Ebbe’s school
when May Morning falls on a weekday.

Ilfracombe Jack in the Green 2019

Ilfracombe’s Jack-in-the-Green procession was started
in 2000 by Lisa Sture. Local children were involved and
it was supported by local morris teams. Another
descendant of the Hastings Jack, the Ilfracombe Jack
event also finished with the release of the spirit of
summer and the distribution of leaves often on
Ilfracombe beach. The Ilfracombe Jack did not appear
in 2015.

In 2016 Kelly Raveney stepped in to help and
Ilfracombe’s May Day Celebrations returned that year.
The parade usually ends at the clapping circle where
Maypole dancing takes place and Jack-in-the-Green is
stripped of his leafy coverings to release the spirit of
summer.

Picture copyright Collingdale Guest House



Highworth Jack in the Green 2019

Highworth in Wiltshire celebrated the 800th anniversary
of it’s market charter with a Jack in the Green on 22nd
April 2006. The Highworth Jack in the Green is now an
annual tradition as part of the annual May Market. The
Jack is accompanied by the Bang to Rites Drummers a
group of community based performance drummers,
based around the borders of Wiltshire, Oxfordshire &
Gloucestershire who formed in the summer of 2013. In
2016 the British composer Gary Judd wrote “The Green
Man” orchestral suite inspired by a visit in 2015 to see
the Highworth Jack in the Green.

Pictures copyright Shelagh Brain and Tammi Midwinter



Deptford (Fowler’s Troop) Jack in the Green 2019

Thanks to Trina Lynskey and The Old Royal Naval College
for allowing me to use these pictures of the incredible
Fowler’s Troop Jack in the Green 2019.

In 1984 Mo Johnson and Andy Lamb built a Jack-in-the-
Green in the back garden of the ‘Dog and Bell’ pub in
Deptford. Mo was inspired by a photograph taken by
contemporary historian Thankful Sturdee of the original
Fowlers troop with their Jack in the Green c.1900. The
revived Jack was paraded with Blackheath Morris (a side
morphed from the Blackheath Foot’n’Death Men who used to
dance at events featuring bands like Hawkwind and the Pink
Fairies).

The current Fowlers Troop Jack goes out on the streets of
South East London or the City of London each May Day
accompanied by the current Fowler’s Troop a wonderful
collection of costumed figures. The Deptford Jack often used
to meet up with the now rarely sighted City of London Jack
in the Green on May Day. When May Day fell on the Bank
Holiday Monday both the Deptford and City of London Jacks
often went to Hastings to join with the Hastings Jack in the
Green celebrations. This last occurred in 2012. The Jack
stands at around 11 feet tall when lifted.

Graham Newson who took on the mantle as keeper and main carrier of the Jack in the early 90’s customised the interior of the Jack to
include storage space for essentials including cigarettes, beer tankard a repair kit, a change of clothes and on occasions a set of Morris
sticks. After 30 years the original frame for the Deptford Jack in the Green (which was funded by Kevin Coyle the late landlord of The Dog
and Bell pub) was past its best and so, in 2015, a new metal frame was created and paid for from a fund left by the late Doug Adams who
was the lead musician of Fowler’s Troop. The Jack was christened at the start of the 2015 May Day procession. The Jack is usually dressed
on April 30th at the Dog & Bell pub.



Brentham Jack-in-the-Green

Thanks to Ethan Doyle White for these pictures of the 2019 Brentham Jack.
Brentham has a big celebration every May which includes a Jack in the Green
described as a walking talking bush who sometimes parades barefoot and is often
formed of exotic foliage. Brentham’s May Day tradition became established in
1919 after the end of the First World War and expanded considerably for 1921
when the first Jack-in-the-Green appeared.

May Day wasn’t celebrated in Brentham between 1927 and 1930 but from 1931
except for the war years, Brentham May Day has had an uninterrupted run. In
1981 the procession very nearly did not take place. “With just one day to go to the
celebrations, the organisers received a letter from Scotland Yard instructing them
to observe a 28-day ban on marches in London. Ironically, it seems that “May Day
procession” had suggested extreme left wing intentions to Scotland Yard. With
extraordinary speed the May Day organisers arranged a High Court hearing, where
the judge was shown photographs of past May Day processions. He concluded
that the children “did not look like a very subversive lot”, and he gave permission
for the procession to go ahead. In the meantime the police had exempted the
procession from the ban, though, curiously, on “religious” grounds. May Day that
year will be remembered as the first and only time in the history of the Brentham
tradition that prayers were said at the beginning and the end of the proceedings.



Pagan Pride Jack-in-the-Green

My thanks to Ian Kelly for sending me these photos of the Jack in
the Green and the Green Lady taken at Pagan Pride 2019. It was
great to see a Jack at the parade once more. A previous Jack
paraded up until 2010. This new Jack was built by Mani
Navasothny, who is involved in the organising of the parade. It
was designed to be easily folded and transported on public
transport. Ian brought the green from the Deptford (Fowler’s
Troop) Jack in the Green - a wonderful connection!

This year they are inviting people to bring their own green for the
Jack.



I stumbled across Iris Compiet’s wonderful art a while back and was instantly mesmerised by her work and wanted to share it with our 
members.

In Iris’s own words:

“I’m a traditional artist and Illustrator from the Netherlands. At the age of seven I knew exactly what I wanted to do when I grew up… 
paint and draw fantastical beings. I enjoy working on projects ranging from picture books to gallery art, concept art and even 
sculpting.

Storytelling is an essential part of my artwork, and as an artist I strive to lure in the spectator, to make them feel a connection to the 
work and open a gateway to their imagination to ignite it even further. I created a world called Faeries of the Faultlines. A glimpse into 
that world can be seen in a book with the same title. Drawing inspiration from European folklore, mythology, fairytales, ghost stories 
and anything from tombstones, Victorian photography to popular movies and music.

Iris published the book Faeries of the Faultlines after getting it successfully funded through Kickstarter. It was so popular that it is now 
sold out. A new edition of the book will be released in September 2020. The secrets of the faultlines and beyond sketchbook is still 
available in Iris’s shop as are print sets, sticker sets, postcards and more – including the fantastic Greenman pin badge below – one of 
my new favourite Green Men! A perfect gift for any green man hunter!

You can see more of Iris’s incredible art and visit her online shop at: www.eyeris.eu

The Faultlines is an ancient name given to those places 

where the veil between This world and the Other is 

thinnest. It is the place where faeries dwell, creatures 

creep and magic oozes through the cracks. Recently the 

Faultlines have been stirring, opening up to all who 

wish to see and to all who dare to venture… “

Iris Compiet – Faeries of the Faultlines

http://www.eyeris.eu/


Hammersmith Jack-in-the-Green

On May 1st 2019 I finally caught up with a Jack in the Green that I’ve
been longing to meet for years. The wonderful Hammersmith Jack-
in-the-Green. I arrived just in time to join Jack and The World
Famous Hammersmith Morris Men outside The Swan pub opposite
Hammersmith Tube Station. My thanks to The Smiffs for allowing me
to tag along for the day. Dancing began outside The Swan and it was
fascinating to see the reactions of commuters and passers-by to Jack
and his entourage. From phone zombies who didn’t even look up or
seem to notice them to bin men and entire families who joined Jack
for selfies. Then onwards to Hammersmith Bridge where Jack
traditionally walks the length of the bridge and back on the
pedestrian pathway. This year was different as the Bridge was closed
to motorised traffic and so Jack and the entire Morris team were able
to dance down the centre of the bridge for the first time. And a
wonderful site it was. Afterwards Jack and The Smiffs made their
way to The Blue Anchor pub that has been overlooking the Thames
since 1722. More dancing ensued including some incredible Jigs
along the bankside. I left Jack and his entourage as the sun set over
London after a thoroughly brilliant experience with a thoroughly
wonderful group of people. and Jack of course. I’m also extremely
proud that The Hammersmith Jack now sports his very own
Company of the Green Man membership badge.

In 2009 Members of Hammersmith Morris created the Hammersmith
Jack. This Jack is unique amongst the modern revivals in that it is
largely covered with artificial foliage and is therefore relatively
lightweight and portable. Each leaf is made from a variety of
materials, all of it re-used and recycled. The leaves were created by
many different people including local schools and community
organisations that Jack has visited as part of its May Day
perambulations over the years. As well as leaves made of paper,
fabric and plastic, the Jack has other items attached that have some
significance to either Hammersmith, the team, or the person who
attached it. These can be almost anything, as long as they are small
and easily attached to the bamboo and net frame and include jig
competition medals, badges, train tickets, melodeon bellows and an
iPod! A crown of fresh flowers and foliage is used to top the Jack
each year on May 1st. The Jack is paraded through Hammersmith on
May 1st, regardless of which day of the week this falls, and wherever
else the Jack visits on this day. This included 2016 when The
Hammersmith Jack travelled west by train to appear at dawn in
Sherborne, Dorset on May 1st. Jack was back home parading
through Hammersmith by lunchtime. When May 1st is a normal
weekday then Jack and the team will visit schools and care homes in
the local area, as well as local pubs. The Hammersmith Jack in the
Green is very much a free spirited urban Jack, having no attendants
other than the Morris Dancers and musicians and mostly being left to
his own devices. As such the Jack can at times be spotted parading
the streets of Hammersmith completely on its own, creating a special
kind of gentle mayhem unique to The Hammersmith Jack.

People have reported an earlier incarnations but this is
uncorroborated by current team members. On May Day in 1984 the
Earls of Essex Morris, with Mick Skrzypiec in their Jack, met at dawn
on Wanstead Flats to see the sun rise. After breakfast they travelled
by commuter train into Liverpool Street and started the first City of
London Jack-in-the-Green procession. They were joined at the
Magog’s pub in Milk Street by the Deptford (Fowler’s Troop) Jack and
one other Jack which a member of Fowler’s Troop recalls as being
carried by Mike Mullen. Mike danced with Hammersmith Morris but
this Jack appears to have been an individual effort by him rather
than the work of the team. If anyone out there has any more
information about Mike’s Jack I would love to hear from you.

The World Famous Hammersmith Morris Men or Smiffs were formed
in 1959. Kitted out in blue and gold they continue to entertain
audiences around the country with their lively and engaging style.













Evercreech Jack-in-the-Green (Somerset)

On Saturday May 4th 2019 I was honoured to witness the
first procession of The Evercreech Jack-in-the-Green. A
community, folk revival and celebration, the Evercreech
Jack was the brainchild of Nik Slade, artist and founder of
The Old Stores Studio. Nik was inspired by The Bristol
Jack in the Green who she would see every year up on
Horfield common with her husband and children before
they moved to Somerset.

The building of The Evercreech Jack is very much a
community affair involving local people and businesses.
The structure of Jack was built from willow and cane by
David Cauchi who has created puppets for War Horse and
The Lion King. Jacks head was shaped like a stag and
adorned with willow antlers. The Evercreech Jack stands
at an incredible 9 feet tall.

Jack was dressed by volunteers during the morning
outside The Old Stores Studio in Evercreech, flowers
being provided by local florists. Jack was then brought to
life by local runner and environmental campaigner Gary
King as part of his efforts to raise money for Surfers
against Sewerage.

Jack was paraded along the main street led by Chris
Bullzini of The Bullzini Family Circus who lives and works
in Evercreech. Chris was dressed in a fabulous rag cloak
that was designed by artist Fiona Campbell and
participants in an art workshop. They were accompanied
by wonderful musicians and drummers, Cam Valley Morris
Men, The Frome Street Bandits and an enormous crowd
of villagers

The parade ended at the The Bullzini Circus Field where
the Spirit of Summer ceremony was performed and Jack
was slain to release the spirit of summer.

As always with a new Jack there were some learning
opportunities for the next outing. Jacks lower section
made it difficult for Gary to walk easily and the height of
Jack meant that he needed some help navigating low
branches and street signs, all things that become second
nature after a few years.

My thanks to Nik and everyone involved with The
Evercreech Jack in the Green for letting me know about
this wonderful event and for allowing me to meet and
photograph this magical addition to the list of annual
Jacks in the Green.

The main focus for this new Jack in the Green celebration
was inclusivity and community, with the central theme of
‘everyone is welcome.’ and they certainly achieved that.

The organisers of the Evercreech Jack would love to hear
from those involved with other Jacks about how they fund
coordination of their events to make them a sustainable
annual event.

If any of our members can help with suggestions please
do get in touch with me and I’ll put you in touch with
them.

Evercreech Jack in the Green 2020 will take place on
Saturday May 2nd 2020











Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

After my visit to Evercreech I headed over to
Bristol just in time to see an old friend, the Bristol
Jack in the Green arrive at Horfield Common. I
must admit it was rather nice to be told off for
being late by Jack’s attendants. Jack met his end
and was stripped of his leaves by an enormous
crowd of onlookers. It’s great to see this magical
Jack being greeted by such a large crowd.

In 1861, the Western Daily Press reported that:
“Throughout the city and Clifton there was the
usual visitation of Royalty – perhaps a more
plentiful crop of Kings and Queens than in former
years – and Jack in the Green, with a band of
music and a cohort of gaily dressed fraternal
spirits, paraded the thoroughfares and drew much
attention.” A Jack-in-the-Green was also recorded
in Bristol around 1865 by a lady who remembered
seeing him with a sweep and a queen on the
outskirts.

The Bristol Jack in the Green was revived by a
group including some members of Pigsty Morris in
1992 and is a scion of the Hastings Traditional
Jack. The Bristol Jack appears on the first
Saturday in May starting from the historic
harbourside (outside the M Shed). Jack is
“awoken” by his green clad attendants who recite
part of William Anderson’s beautiful poem “The
Green Man” in an evocative ceremony on the
harbourside. Jack then leads a magical six hour
procession through the streets of Bristol. The
Bristol Jack is nine feet tall and is topped with an
intricate colourful crown of flowers.

The Bristol Jack can be difficult to control, his
attendants often have to keep him from chasing
members of the public. Jacks attendants
distribute Jacks magic (often mistaken for green
face paint) amongst those watching him along
the route. The Bristol Jack in the Green’s route
varies slightly each year but he normally passes
through St Nicholas Market where he dances
before pausing for a well earned pint at The
Crown.

The day always ends on Horfield Common where
large crowds gather to witness the slaying of Jack
to release the spirit of summer in another
wonderful magical ceremony. Jack is sometimes
killed with a spear but is always enthusiastically
stripped of all his leaves by the crowd and his
attendants the leaves are then taken away as
tokens of Jack’s magic.

Green Man becomes grown man in flames of the oak
As it’s crown forms his mask and it’s leafage his features;

‘I speak through the oak, ‘says the Green Man
‘I speak though the oak, ‘say he.









Bradford on Avon Jack-in-the-Green

The Bradford on Avon day of dance was re-branded as a
Green Man Festival in 2019 and introduced a wonderful
Jack in the Green. I went to see this spectacular new
Jack on Saturday 18th May.

After wandering around for a bit asking if anyone had
spotted an eight foot high walking, talking tree I was
pointed in the right direction and came face to face with
the Bradford Jack who was adorned with a mask as well
as a crown of flowers in the form of the Bradford
Gudgeon.

Jack paraded around the town entertaining the crowds
during the day. Morris teams from around the country
danced in various locations around the historic town and
at the end of the day all the teams gather at the Tithe
Barn where Jack was stripped of his leaves to release the
Spirit of Summer.

My thanks to Keith Leighton creator of Jack who did a
brilliant job and put up with me chasing him around the
town as well as allowing me the honour of stepping into
his shoes and seeing Jacks view of the world.

And congratulations to Alfie Windsor who organises this
spectacular event every year and seemed to be able to
be in two or three places at once during the day.

After Jack was stripped of his leaves to release the spirit
of Summer, or as Keith put it rather eloquently ‘had the
sh*t kicked out of him by a seemingly nice middle class
family orientated crowd’ (Always a big surprise to a Jack
the first time this happens) Keith was approached by
someone who said the frame would be great for growing
beans up. And so Jack made his way to the allotments
where he was spotted a few weeks later waiting to be
re-leafed again in the natural way.

The Bradford on Avon Green Man Festival 2020 is looking
to be even bigger and better, as is The 2020 Bradford on
Avon Jack in the Green.











East Suffolk Morris Men Jack-in-the-Green

Whilst e-mailing me about Woodwoses Pete Jennings casually
mentioned to me that he was the East Suffolk Morris Jack in
the Green for a five or six year period back in the mid 1990’s.
My ears pricked up and I of course immediately phoned him
and began grilling him about this. And the history of yet
another wonderful independently sprouted Jack in the Green
came to light!

In the mid 1990’s East Suffolk Morris Men started their own
Jack. It was a combination of Jack in the Green and Green
Man with the arms and head of the incumbent free. The face
was covered with a green man mask. This Jack appeared on
May Mornings usually on Felixstowe Beacon.

Pete also told me some very amusing stories about the
transportation difficulties involved with a large Jack in the
Green and a small van something which I believe still causes
issues for some of our members involved with Jacks.

The East Suffolk Morris Men Jack in the Green has been added
to the list of historical revived Jacks on our website.

Lions Part October Plenty and Twelfth Night Celebrations

All the traditional festive celebrations of The Lions Part October
Plenty took place on the streets of Lambeth on Sunday 20th
October 2019.

They processed with the Corn Queene effigy heavy with 'Plenty'
- wheat, barley and other grains, fruit and vegetables and
foliage - along with the Berry Man, the Green Man bedecked in
his autumn foliage from the Imperial War Museum garden along
with the Lions Part company of actors and musicians and the
traditional Hobby Horse and Goddesses in attendance.

And on 5th January 2020 The Lions Part annual Twelfth Night
celebration was held in the Bankside area of London. It is a
celebration of the New Year, mixing ancient seasonal customs
with contemporary festivity. It is free, accessible to all and
happens whatever the weather. The extraordinary Holly Man,
the Winter guise of the Green Man appears from the River
Thames brought by a Thames Cutter, Followed by wassailing, a
mummers play and lots of other festivities.

Snippets



Snippets

The names of the winners of last issues competition
were drawn from the top hat a little bit later than the
expected 21st June 2019! I confess it was 9th November
when I suddenly remembered!

But the winners were:

Bob Woodroofe who received a copy of Gordon Emery’s
book and a copy of Peter Gotto’s Green Man Journal.

Dave Hedges who received a Green Man Journal.

Well done both of you and sorry for the slight delay!

Gordon’s book is a must for anyone interested in the
history of Chester, the cathedral, or myths, legends and
fantasies of medieval England. Local artist Jay Hurst has
depicted the author as the green man on the cover.

Available from Chester History and Heritage, Chester
Visitor Information in the Town Hall, and all good
bookshops. Price £7.95

Post free (in the UK) from www.gordonemery.co.uk and
also available from Amazon.

Green Magic Publishing is home to some fascinating books including The
Spirit of the Green Man by Mary Neasham and Landscape of Memory by
Jerry Bird. You can find out more and purchase books directly at:
www.greenmagicpublishing.com

If you would like to buy a copy of the Green Man Journal you can find it
HERE.

Teme Valley brewery released their
own Jack in the Green just in time for
May 2019 “Making it’s first appearance
in 2016, Jack In The Green makes a
spring time return to help welcome in
the new season. Made with Cara Malt
and hopped with Archer, this 4.5%
brew will have a light bronze colour
and a moreish bitter finish”

My thanks to Muriel Fraser for letting me know about this fascinating short video “The
surprising roots of the mysterious Green Man” available from the BBC website here:
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190104-the-surprising-roots-of-the-mysterious-

green-man

“In this video, Alastair Sooke meets with Common Ground, the environmental charity
that is the custodian of one of the largest collections of Green Man photography,
donated by the late British botanist Kathleen Basford. She was known for her research
into the cultural significance of this mythical figure, arguing that it acted as a motif for
the "spiritual dimension of nature".”

http://www.gordonemery.co.uk/
http://www.greenmagicpublishing.com/
https://www.greenmagicpublishing.com/Products/Details/164
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190104-the-surprising-roots-of-the-mysterious-green-man


Ronald Hutton, Sir James Frazer and the Discrediting of 
Pagan Beliefs in "The Stations of the Sun“ 

by Bryan Hammersley

Abstract

Views taken by scholars nowadays about a number of phenomena – the corn spirit, the nature of the ancient festival of Samhain, the
Celtic New Year, the Jack-in-the-Green and the Green Man – differ from those that used to be taken by folklorists and anthropologists of
the past. Those earlier views have been attacked in the writings of scholars, especially in Professor Ronald Hutton’s book The Stations of
the Sun. In particular, this book has contributed to the researches of Sir James Frazer being brought into disrepute. However the writings
of Hutton and the other critics themselves have serious flaws which ought to be brought to light. Especially, longstanding views in
academic circles on issues relating to the corn spirit need to be radically revised. These errors seem to be connected with rationalist
assumptions in the minds of scholars.

Introduction - Ronald Hutton and Paganism

Those interested in folklore or alternative spirituality will probably be aware of the books of Professor Ronald Hutton. He is a professor of
history at Bristol University, who has specialised in pagan history (ancient and modern) and the history of British folk traditions. He has
often made appearances on television. He has become a "well-known and much loved figure" in the British pagan community (Whitlock
2011, 33). When some of his books first appeared they were displeasing to some pagans, but there is now a general assumption among
them that his research is well-founded. He appears as a speaker at pagan and new age events, and an interview with him has appeared
in the “Pagan Dawn” journal.[1]

A book particularly relevant to pagan beliefs – and which seeks to discredit a range of such beliefs - is Hutton’s The Stations of the
Sun (1996).[2] In this book (and others), Hutton describes and attacks ideas in the works of earlier authors, such as Sir James Frazer, Sir
John Rhys, Margaret Murray, Robert Graves and Violet Alford. These authors used to be important in pagan thinking, but their theories
are now, according to Hutton, totally discredited. In my experience non-academics who are aware of Hutton’s ideas nowadays uncritically
accept them, and accordingly the works of those earlier authors seldom play a part in the discourse of today’s pagans. This is a loss to
their movement, because some of the copious writings which Hutton rejects en masse contain a wealth of interesting ideas and recorded
customs which might serve to enrich pagan rituals and thinking. I will not be attempting to justify all the ideas of these authors, but I will
be indicating some areas where the attempts to discredit their ideas have clearly gone too far. In the case of one scholar in particular, Sir
James Frazer (1854-1941), I should like to discuss his book The Golden Bough and to defend this work against Professor Hutton’s
attacks.[3]

Firstly, though, some other shortcomings in The Stations of the Sun need to be mentioned. There are instances in this book in which
what Professor Hutton says is ill-founded, because he has not taken sufficient care to read his sources properly. I will commence with his
treatment of the issues of the figures of the Jack-in-the-Green, seen in processions and pagan ceremonies on May Day, and the Green
Man, or carved foliate heads, found in old churches and cathedrals and other places.[4] He produces material on both figures, intended
to show that neither represents pagan deities and that they were not regarded as associated traditions before the twentieth century.

Notes

[1] See Pagan Dawn, issue 200 Summer 2016. It is also available at http://www.pagandawnmag.org/professor-ronald-hutton-reframing-
modern-paganism/. The interview contains the revealing statement by him that his work has “largely been intended to give modern
Paganism a new history which can be proved from the records”. This has been accompanied by a policy of rejecting ideas about history
that cannot be proved from records. This represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of religious beliefs. Such beliefs –
including beliefs about historical events - are material that cannot be proved as true (or untrue). If they could be proved they would no
longer be beliefs. To indicate that beliefs should be limited to what can be proved to be true is inappropriate and misconceived. It would
be interesting to see Professor Hutton try to apply this project to the beliefs of Christians and Moslems.

[2] The matters I address differ from those addressed by some other critics of Hutton, eg Ben Whitmore, whose book (Whitmore 2010) is
a critique of Hutton’s The Triumph of the Moon. However I agree with Whitmore that Hutton’s acute scepticism disenfranchises some
pagans who feel kinship and connection with that which has gone before (Whitmore 2010, 2-3).

[3] Frazer and the others were all dead, so unable to reply to the criticisms of them. If there were to be any reply to the criticisms it
could only come from a living person.

[4] Note that in this paper I use the term “Green Man” to mean only the foliate heads. Sometimes the term “Green Man” is used to mean
both the foliate heads and the Jack-in-the-Green. The Jack may be treated as one manifestation of a broader category of Green Man,
who may also cover traditional characters such as the Wild Man, the Green Knight, John Barleycorn and Robin Goodfellow.

http://www.pagandawnmag.org/professor-%20%09ronald-hutton-reframing-modern-paganism/


The Jack-in-the-Green

In dealing with the Jack-in-the-Green, Hutton relies on a book by Roy Judge The Jack in the Green (1979), which Hutton praises as
showing “how much could be learned from a systematic investigation of historical evidence”, and he describes it as “one of the first
triumphs” of the “determination of some folklorists to reintroduce a scholarly rigour to their field”. He claims that Judge “discovered that
the origins of the custom lay in the mid-seventeenth century, when London milkmaids began to dance in the streets upon May Day with
their pails and heads crowned with flowers” (Hutton 1996, 242, 265).

Unfortunately this is nothing like what Judge actually says. He does mention the milkmaids. But he says that the only satisfactory answer
to the question of the origins of the Jack is that he appears as an entity between 1775 and 1795 and in the shape and structure
suggested in Sports and Pastimes of the People of England by Joseph Strutt (1801). Judge observes that George Phillips, writing in Folk-
Lore (1951), deduced that the Jack developed from the Garland associated with the milkmaids. However Judge states that the
resemblance between the Jack and the Garland is superficial, and he describes Phillips’ theory as “a theory that runs counter to all other
available evidence”. He also refers to Phillips’ “bold and ill-founded assertion” (Judge 1979, 19-23). Clearly Judge did not believe there
was good evidence to link the 17th century milkmaids with the Jack.

Perhaps Professor Hutton noticed the error he had made about the milkmaids, because in Pagan Britain (2013) he provides a different
explanation. He states that Judge proved that the Jack evolved out of a London chimney sweeps’ dance in the late eighteenth century
(Hutton 2013, 348). Actually this was a return to an explanation he had expressed forcefully in 1991.[1] However this account is also
wrong. What Judge actually says is that there is no evidence for any earlier history of the Jack than its appearance in the late eighteenth
century in a context of May Day begging (Judge 1979, 77). He says of a picture of that period that contains a Jack “It is tempting to see
its humble place in the grouping as indicative of a recent innovation, but this may be going beyond the evidence”. He also says of the
Jack in times before the late 18th century “Of course this does not mean that he did not exist. He may have done so, unmentioned and
undescribed, although this seems perhaps unlikely in the case of so odd a phenomenon”. So Hutton has turned lack of evidence, with a
suggestion that the Jack had not yet come into existence, into proof of non-existence before the late 18th. century.

The attribution of the earliest recorded instances of the custom to the sweeps alone also seems to be absent from Judge’s book. He
refers to early evidence of Mayday festivities that involved bunters and cinder-sifters, as well as sweeps and milkmaids, though it contains
the “clear implication” that the Jack-in-the-Green “was a different thing (or group) again” (Judge 1979, 15, 19-20). The error about the
sweeps has had a wider currency. For instance, Bob Trubshaw writes “His [Judge’s] detailed study reveals that their origins are in the
Mayday revelries of sweeps” (Trubshaw 1996).[2]

An associated error, which appears in several of Hutton’s books, is that he cites Judge as authority for the notion that it is now known
that the Jack-in-the-Green and the foliate heads have no connection with each other, or he says that Judge proved there was no
connection (Hutton 1991, 315-6; 1999b, 128; 2013, 348).[3] In fact Judge never claims to prove this. He denies that Lady Raglan
succeeded in showing that the green man had been taken from the kind of figure represented by the Jack (Raglan 1939, 45-57), and “the
suggestion is made that these connections go beyond the available evidence and should be viewed with scepticism” (Judge 1979,
introduction). He approves the “open-ended” approach of Kathleen Basford, in a letter, to the history of the foliate heads (Judge 1979,
73). Mrs. Basford also deals with this in her book The Green Man (1978), where she states that “very little is known about the early
history of the Jack in the Green” (Basford 1978, 19). Again, a matter suggested by Judge has been turned by Hutton into a proven fact.
Others have followed Hutton in making this mistake. Mercia Macdermott writes: “Unfortunately this seemingly plausible theory was
disproved by….Roy Judge. He showed that the custom, which is peculiar to chimney sweeps, went no farther back than the late
eighteenth century” (Macdermott 2003).

Incidentally, Hutton takes no account of material Frazer produced on this subject. Frazer points out that figures similar to the Jack-in-the-
Green appear in customary practices in France, Switzerland and Germany (Frazer 1890, 1: 88-89; 1911b, 2:83 et seq.).[4] For instance
“In some parts of Thüringen also they have a May King at Whitsun…A frame of wood is made in which a man can stand; it is completely
covered with birch boughs and is surmounted by a crown of birch and flowers”. Frazer also gives examples from elsewhere, eg “in some
parts of Russia on St. George’s Day…a youth is dressed up, like our Jack-in-the-Green, with leaves and flowers. The Slovenes call him the
Green George”. There are also traditions of the Green George in Carinthia, Transylvania and Rumania (Frazer 1911b, 2: 75-6, 79 et seq).
Similar figures are recognized among Whitsuntide mummers elsewhere (Frazer 1911a, 211). For Frazer, this leaf-clad person “represents
the beneficent spirit of vegetation”. The activities of 17th century London milkmaids, whatever they were, cannot account for this
widespread type of traditional practice. Judge states that Frazer’s Jack as a representative of the spirit of vegetation was “not to be
supported within the English evidence” (Judge 1979, 70). But a possibility that might be considered here is that the Jack came to England
from the continent in fairly recent centuries, in which case its true roots might be much older.



However the basic position on the origins of the Jack is that we can’t be sure what they were. They might have been in fairly recent
centuries or they might be far older. In continental Europe older origins seem more likely because of the widespread nature of the
traditions. Further, bearing in mind the ancient origins of the Green Man (see below), Lady Raglan’s theory about the two phenomena
was not necessarily wrong.[5] Her theory was that the style of green man that appeared from the thirteenth century onwards had been
influenced by the Jack or a similar figure. This, so suggested Judge, went beyond the available evidence. He did not claim to disprove it.
Also, the influence could have been in continental Europe, which Judge was not dealing with. I would add that we also don’t know that
the spiritual significance that might be accorded the Jack by present-day pagans was not present in the minds of the Jack’s original
inventors.

The assumption of origins at the time of the earliest records of a tradition represents a pattern that has often been repeated with similar
traditions. For instance, Hutton states that the mummers’ play and the sword dance “proved to have developed in the eighteenth
century” (Hutton 2013, 371).[6] This assumption about origins is a dubious practice, because the possibility of older origins of the custom
in question has not actually been proved to be wrong. For instance, how could the possibility of subsequent discovery of earlier records
be excluded? Note that, whilst Judge acknowledges that this practice cannot provide proof, Hutton does not.[7] He writes scornfully of
Violet Alford, though her theory pushing back the history of hobby horses to much older practices relating to animal disguises and fertility
customs is not obviously wrong (Alford 1978, 18-25, 155-8).[8]

Notes

[1] Hutton stated “Lady Raglan’s original comparison with the foliage-covered figure who danced in May Day processions was shattered
in 1979 by Roy Judge, who proved that this folk ritual had itself only appeared in the late eighteenth century" (Hutton 1991, 315-6).
Hutton also produced a third theory “The late medieval foliate heads carved in churches are now known to have nothing to do with the
foliage-covered figure dancing in May Day processions, who appeared in the nineteenth century” (my underlining) (1999a, 30). The three
theories, incompatible though they are with each other, are all presented as the clear truth by Hutton.

[2] Others put the matter in slightly less absolute terms, though more firmly than Judge, eg Larrington 2015: “The Jack-in-the-
Green….originated, it’s fairly clear, in money-making performances got up by chimney sweeps in the late eighteenth century, as Roy
Judge has shown”.

[3] See also Anderson 1990 at 149: “If it was – as seems certain from the evidence – a custom that rose up only during the period of the
Industrial Revolution,..”. See also Hutton 1999a, 30.

[4] Frazer relied on various sources, including Mannhardt 1875, 323, 392.

[5] Others had preceded Lady Raglan in expressing the idea that the Jack might have had ancient origins. See eg W.Y.Evans-Wentz: “And
in many parts of modern England, the Jack-in-the-Green may be another example of a very ancient tree (or else agricultural) cult of
Celtic origin” (Evans-Wentz 2002, 435).

[6] However his statement, at least as regards the sword dance, is contradicted by his comments on these subjects at Hutton 1996, 75-6.

[7] Neither does folklorist Bob Trubshaw, see Trubshaw 2002, 40-1 and his article “Paganism in British Folk Customs” in At the Edge. On
the morris dance, he refers to “the evidence long since garnered that the origins lay with sixteenth century courtly dances (Trubshaw
2002, 40-1). Actually there are records of the morris dance from the fifteenth century, but even with these it is not clear that it was then
that the practice originated.

[8] Hutton states that “the traditional hobby horse dance…apparently begun as a professional entertainment in the Middle Ages” (Hutton
2013, 371). Again he assumes that the earliest record represents the time when the tradition began.



The Green Man

In dealing with the foliate heads, Professor Hutton relies on the researches in Mrs. Basford’s book, the “first (and only) proper study” of
the carved faces. He asserts that she proved that virtually all the carved faces dated from the period 1300-1500.[1] In refuting Lady
Raglan’s linking of the green man to paganism he argues that it is most unlikely that pagan gods would be more openly venerated in the
later Middle Ages than in the earlier, implying that the faces can have nothing to do with pagan gods. Although I do not see that Lady
Raglan wrote that the green man was a pagan god, she did compare him with Odin and Attis and she did refer to him as part of an
unofficial paganism that subsisted side by side with Christianity (Raglan 1939, 56). Hutton also asserts that Mrs. Basford proved that the
faces “usually appeared anguished or menacing, demonic faces of evil”. which “had nothing to do with celebrations of springtime,
summer and rebirth” (Hutton 1996, 243).

However Hutton’s report of the contents of Mrs. Basford’s book, like his report of Mr Judge’s, is woefully inaccurate. Mrs Basford states
that the motif of the Green Man is pagan in origin (Basford 1978, 19). She reports a number of examples of foliate heads dating from the
1st, 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, and she states that the motif was used in temples serving many different deities. She reports the figures
not only from the Roman Empire but also from the Lebanon, Mesopotamia and the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul (Basford 1978, 9-
10 and photographs).[2] She says also that “The history and development of the Green Man in the Church can……be followed
continuously from the 4th or 5th century” (Basford 1978, 9, 19). Her book contains numerous photographs of foliate heads, and many of
them (I counted 87) date from periods before 1300. The book demonstrates the pre-Christian origins of the heads, as well as the
continuation of the tradition through the earlier, as well as the later, Middle Ages. Following a change of style noted by Lady Raglan Mrs.
Basford treats the era of the green man proper (as distinct from the foliate head or leaf mask) as beginning in the 13th. century, rather
than in pre-Christian times. Other researchers (eg Varner 2006) treat foliate heads and leaf masks of all periods as green men. However,
even if we regard the earlier examples as not in a strict sense green men, the existence of the many earlier foliate heads destroys
Hutton’s case about the earlier middle ages.

As to the meaning of the heads intended by the carvers, it would not be surprising if their intentions over such a long period varied.
However some general trends may be identifiable.[3] For the church to have been honouring pagan deities would be surprising, though
this seems to have happened in one case, at the Abbey of St. Denis, where there are a series of heads, each one representing a Roman
deity.[4] One of them is a leaf mask and the named deity is Silvan (Basford 1978, 14-15). If elsewhere honouring deities was not the
intention, the Church must have been using the pagan symbol for different reasons. Mrs Basford says she thinks it “very unlikely that he
was revered as a symbol of the renewal of life in springtime”. She states that some green men are demons; some probably represent lost
souls or sinners, and she mentions that from the tenth to the twelfth centuries the leaf mask is represented mainly as a demon. She
gives various examples of “the dark side of the Green Man’s character” from subsequent centuries.

However, at least during most historical periods, this type of negative interpretation seems difficult in the light of the following factors.
Green men sometimes appear in depictions of saints and Jesus in carvings and codices, placed around or above those figures. This is true
even of the tenth to the twelfth centuries. And, as Mrs Basford reports, green men were used on the tombs of saints and senior
churchmen. They are also found on other gravestones. It would also be odd for the heads of demons, especially, to be placed inside
churches and cathedrals, and numerous green men appear there, sometimes in prominent positions.[5] Sometimes they are placed
above the entrances to churches, so the worshipper passes beneath them. Some foliate heads do not seem at all demonic to look at, eg
the one at Sampford Courtenay in Devon, with its flowing locks, looks like Christ. The green man at St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, has a
crown and has the Virgin beside him. And surely there are more obvious ways of representing evil than creating an abundance of foliage.
Mrs Basford also makes the point that some of the figures look the worse for drink, but many others in my view do not. In fact a notable
feature of some of the heads is the wide-open, seemingly watchful, eyes (Basford 1978, 12, 20, 21, and photographs).

Despite Mrs Basford’s disbelief in it, the idea of resurrection or rebirth seems a more promising possibility than demons, lost souls or
drunkards, and relevant both as to Christian theology and in relation to the natural cycle in the renewal of life in the spring. As to the
former, besides the resurrection of Christ and the rising of the souls of the dead on the day of judgment, there is “Except a man be born
again he cannot see the kingdom of God” (gospel of John 3:3). As to the latter, it may be that the green man represents a spirit of
fertility within vegetation, descending from ancient deities, and reborn every spring. This interpretation would also suit much better the
type of foliate head that appears outside the church context, eg the green men on the Mercat Cross in Aberdeen and in the garden gates
at Hampton Court palace.[6]



Notes

[1] This account differs from one he gave earlier, that “a prototype for them exists in masks sprouting vegetation which come from
Roman sites in the Rhineland and Rome itself” (Hutton 1991, 314).

[2] There are reportedly green men from ancient contexts across the world. According to Varner 2006, 116 “older varieties are found in
Iraq, Bulgaria, Belgium, Cyprus, Turkey, France, Scotland, India, Indonesia, Norway, Italy, Sicily, the Middle East and Africa”. He also
states that the Green Man image “predates Christianity by a thousand years”.

[3] Besides differences of beliefs behind the tradition, there have also been stylistic differences over the centuries, eg many of the earlier
foliate heads do not have vegetation coming from the mouth. Besides referring to the change in style early in the 13th century Mrs.
Basford says that the 13th century roof bosses at Noyon (see her photo of these) are “among the first to look like teasing Jack in the
Greens”. So Mrs. Basford evidently saw some of the green men of the later Middle Ages as having a resemblance to the Jack-in-the-
Green. She says that the resemblance between the two figures “could be quite fortuitous”. So, unlike Hutton, she didn’t regard it as an
established fact that there was no connection between the two figures (Basford 1978, 14, 17, 19).

[4] Hutton himself refers to “twelfth century Christian intellectuals based in the schools of Chartres and Tours…who reintegrated ancient
pagan images into their view of the universe” (Hutton 2003), despite the fact that he also says of the green man “None of these images
could have been a beloved pagan deity” (Hutton 1991, 316).

[5] Prudence Gibson states that “there are thousands of churches across Europe where the Green Man outnumbers images of Christ”
(Gibson 2016/2017).

[6] A further issue that might be researched is what relation might the foliate heads or the jack-in-the-green have to old green man pubs
and their pub signs. These often seem more reminiscent of the jack, in that they tend to be full figures clad in green rather than just
heads.

You can find more of Bryan’s paper on his website at https://www.pagansbeliefs.com/

https://www.pagansbeliefs.com/


Jay Hurst kindly gave me permission to reproduce his original picture design for the cover of Gordon’s book.



Sightings

Oporto Cathedral, Portugal – Bob Woodroofe

The Temple Building 519-525 Fort Street, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada 1893 -
Ian Evans 

Temple Church, City of London - Sarah Poole St John the Baptist, Axbridge, Somerset –
Sarah Poole

Left and above - Ashreighey, Devon. both on roof bosses in the main body of
the church which is mostly fifteenth century. - Derek Penrose



Norwich cathedral end of the choir stalls -
Ruth Kenyon

St Peter's Church, Yoxford, East Suffolk. South aisle – Ruth Kenyon

Milton Abbey Dorset - Graham Nottage 



St. Leonards, Linley, near Barrow, Shropshire - Derek Penrose. Exterior wall and Norman font.

Basilica of Saint Francis, in Assisi, Italy -Deanna McCombs Adare Manor, County Limerick, Ireland.
In the Gallery - used as a dining room - there are misericord
panels from the Church of St Paul, Antwerp - Alun Hoskins

Forestry England visitor centre at Dalby
Forest Yorkshire - Graham Nottage

Leigh, Kent. St Mary’s - Nick Booth 



Somerton Somerset – Nick Booth Langport Somerset – Nick Booth

19C external decorations  from Tonbridge School – Nick Booth

Langport Somerset – Nick Booth

Langport Somerset – Nick Booth



Vanessa Piggott has frequently visited Pershore Abbey before but the bosses are too high to see or photograph properly. So she was
very pleased on a recent visit to find that photos are now available. The bosses are in what was the choir of the original abbey now the
nave of the parish church.



A woodwose is a full-bodied wild man figure mostly found carved in stone within Suffolk churches,
although a few have been found in Norfolk and other counties. They are referred to in literature
from across Europe. Typically, they may be found on the base of octagonal fonts often separated
by lions, or on the triangular spandrels over the entrance door. Occasionally they can be seen with
difficulty on top of the building or tower, and they are sometimes carved onto a wooden seat’s
misericord.

Exceptionally a wild man figure is incorporated into the lounge wall of the Old Bull Inn, Long
Melford, Suffolk which obviously is not a religious building.

The figure is usually seen as naked but covered with hair and a long beard, holding a club. Variants
include having a shield, kneeling or with crossed legs. They may also be seen fighting a wyvern
two-legged dragon or a more traditional four-legged dragon. Nearly all the woodwose I have
investigated seem to have been created in the 15th century. The terms ‘wild man’ and ‘woodwose’
seem to be interchangeable. I have identified two woodwose as female in Suffolk, at Harkstead.

The Woodwose in East Anglia

By Pete Jennings

Woodwose are very different to the Green Man foliate heads, Sheila-na-gigs, demons, tongue poker or animal featured heads one finds in
churches across the UK and the rest of the world, but commentators sometimes confuse them. Although there are wood carvings of
heads I would classify as ‘wild man or woodwose’ the majority have a full body.

The Green Man is generally found with a head only, and the imagery focuses upon the foliage he emits from his mouth or ears or is
bedecked with.

Unfortunately, some stone carved woodwose have been deliberately vandalised by religious zealots in the past: reformers carrying out
edicts from Edward VI (15th century), Henry VIII (16th century) or Oliver Cromwell (17th century.) Others on exterior walls have been
eroded by time and weather. Those carved on bench ends are particularly vulnerable to wear and tear as they have been used as
supportive hand holds for centuries.

In 2015 a 15th century golden spoon handle that showed a hairy, bearded wildman with a club was found by detectorists near
Woodbridge, Suffolk. It had been snapped off just below the feet. Ipswich Museum are attempting to purchase it.
Another way in which woodwose can be seen is as supporters for coat of arms illustrations, such as on those for the Duke of Edinburgh,
the Earl of Athol and the town of Zuidwolde in the Netherlands.

Some areas have wild man traditional stories, often involving a wild man being disturbed when woodland is cleared for building. The wild
men sometimes become the subject of pub names and signs, such as the Wild Man, Sproughton (near Ipswich) which has one of those
‘wild man frightened away by civilisation’ types of stories.

The Wild Man pub in Norwich, Norfolk was named after Peter the Wild Boy (c.1711-1785), a feral child from Hertswold Forest, near
Hanover, Germany. He ran on all fours, climbed trees easily and made sounds but no speech. He was brought over to the court of King
George of England but when the novelty wore off and he refused all education. He was given into the care of a Hertfordshire farmer.
Eventually he ran away and was eventually found in Norwich where he was kept safe at Bridewell Gaol. After his rescue from a fire he
was identified and returned to Hertfordshire where he lived on into his seventies.

In Dorset there is a well- known Wild Man of Yalham alleged to range through Yellowham Woods near Dorchester. He has been credited
with getting various unmarried ladies pregnant!

The Wild Man of Orford in Suffolk is a popular traditional tale, but the woodwose on the Orford church font does not seem to have any
aquatic features. East Anglia also has freshwater mermaids (known as Nicor) at places such as Rendlesham, and a saltwater mermaid
tradition at Sheringham, Norfolk where she is carved on a church pew. Mermaids also appear on the outside of All Saints church
Ringsfield and on bench ends at Stowlangtoft, Ixwell Thorpe, Withersfield and Gt. Ashfield in Suffolk.

There is also the famous story of two wild Green Children appearing in the village of Woolpit, Suffolk, but once again the local woodwose
does not seem to have a connection.

Lincolnshire, which forms part of the outer fringes of East Anglia seems to have more woodwoses carved into wood. Lincoln Cathedral
has stall fronts, Boston has a misericord and Louth has a stone one on an outside wall.

Early references and etymology.

A variety of spellings including woodwose, wodewose, wudwas have been used to describe the creature. It is called a Wodwos in Sir
Gawain & the Green Knight (c.1390) but probably the earliest reference to a ‘wild man’ is from the ancient Mesopotamian Epic of
Gilgamesh (c.2100 BCE)

Wuduwāsa (Middle English: wodwo) is a word employed in several Old English vocabularies as a gloss for a satyr, faun and Silvanus.



Wudu means "wood" or "forest”, but the second part is contested. It may simply be a hypothetical noun wāsa meaning "being."
However, there are similar words in German and Dutch (waise and wees) meaning orphan which would connect to the idea of an
isolated character set apart from civilised society.

The tradition of female woodwose does exist in Europe. In the Tyrol region there is a wild woman called Fange or Fanke, which derives
from the Latin word fauna. In Medieval Germany the names lamia and holzmoia are used. It is believed that lamia is derived from a
Greek wilderness demon and holzmoia from Maia a Greco Roman earth fertility goddess. Some other traditions link the wild man to
Orcus, a Roman death god, and many local wild man characters have been associated with the satyr or faun of classical mythology.
There are also Celtic sources for people being turned into wild men. e.g. The Christian bishop Ronan Finn curses Shuibhne (or
Sweeney) the king of Dál nAraidi in Ulster with madness for assaulting him. He begins to grow feathers and talons as the curse runs its
full course, flies like a bird and spends many years travelling naked through the woods, composing verses

The surnames Woodhouse and Wodehouse (such as the author P.G. Wodehouse) are believed to derive from the woodwose name.

Origins

Inevitably the crypto-zoologists would argue for a folk memory of surviving wild men of the Bigfoot, Sasquatch or Yeti type being
commemorated, quoting various alleged sightings and encounters with ‘wild men and women’ across Europe.
Some of the earliest sources referring to the Wild Man originate from 9th Century Spain. He was described as "barbaric, chaotic and
unrestrained".

Others have suggested a reference to apes seen by people unfamiliar with them, or even the other stone-age hominid races who
overlapped the existence of homo sapiens. There are also tales of people deliberately living apart from civilisation due to beliefs or
mental health issues who are later rediscovered. Don’t forget the factual truth of lone Japanese soldiers found surviving and refusing to
accept defeat on wild Pacific islands years after World War 2 had ended in 1945. The last two surrendered in 1974.

If one wants to refer to Christian resources then there are ‘wild men’ mentioned in the Bible: John the Baptist, ‘a voice crying out in the
wilderness’ and wearing clothes of camel's hair, living on locusts and wild honey.’ There is also the brother of Jacob, the hairy Esau.
The Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar II is punished by God for boasting and he is sent mad, lives like a beast and grows hairy.
Onuphrius is a saint of both the Orthodox and Catholic churches and has been alleged to be a patron saint of woodwoses. He was a
Christian hermit who lived in the Egyptian desert for 60 years in the 4th century with thick body hair and clothes of leaves. Onuphrius
was depicted in a 1520 painting by Hans Schäufelein with a full suit of leaves but later images show him with just a loincloth of foliage.
The Christian idea of a strong, noble, innocent savage who has not yet heard the word of God may also be relevant.

Their influence on the arts

The late Shakespearian academic Prof. Anne Barton (Professor of English and a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.) wrote
“Shakespeare’s interest in wild men seems to have extended throughout his writing career, taking in Oliver [As You Like It], Timon
[Timon of Athens], the dancers in Bohemia [The Winter’s Tale], Caliban [The Tempest], Cardenio [The History of Cardenio] and (in a
sense) Herne the Hunter in The Merry Wives of Windsor.”

Spencer’s popular Faerie Queen poem of 1596 at different points highlights opposing behaviours: one is a protector, another a lusty
rapist and cannibal.

Many artists have also been inspired by the wild man / woodwose theme, such as Albrecht Duerer, Pieter Bruegel and Hans Holbein the
Younger. Figures turn up as illustrations in ancient documents such as the Luttrell Psalter. It is an illuminated psalter commissioned by
Sir Geoffrey Luttrell, lord of the manor of Irnham in Lincolnshire, written and illustrated on parchment circa 1320–1340 in England.
People acting as a Wild Man in traditional customs.

At a 12th night masque for Henry VIII in 1515 eight wild men dancers clashed with eight knights. At Kenilworth (1575) and Cowdray
Park (1571) Queen Elisabeth 1st was greeted by a costumed Savage Man.

Charles VI of France was less fortunate in 1393 at an entertainment for his Queen. He and five others acting as wild men were chained
together, dressed in linen soaked in pitch with hemp fibres acting as hair. Inevitably a torch caught them alight, and four courtiers died.
The king was uninjured.

Within many traditional folk customs both within the UK and abroad, people (usually men) have dressed up and sought to emulate wild
men. Within East Anglia I have seen them as part of a Mummers Play, and in some of the more vibrant traditional dance sides there is
an element of ‘wild man’ in costume, cries and behaviour. These are definitely human based figures as opposed to the animal aspects
of the Whittlesey Straw Bear, Dorset Ooser and various horses. In recent years the Austrian tradition of Krampus, the Yuletide devil has
found his way to the UK. In other parts of Europe dancers may act as wild men hunting animals. In Sardinia it is stags, in Italy goats
and elsewhere the French l’Homme Sauvage, the German Wilder Mann and the Polish Macidula can be found. He typically is dressed in
animal skins, straw, branches and lichen.

In Golden Bough Fraser describes a Whitsuntide custom in Thüringen, Germany where a young man is dressed in leaves and hides in a
wood. Villagers ‘find’ him and shoot him with blank muskets. He is revived by a ‘doctor’ (in a way that is similar to English Mummers
plays) and tied to a waggon. He is then paraded around the village with tales of how they have ‘Chased the Wild Man from the wood’
and gifts are given.



I myself acted as a Green Man character for many years accompanying East Suffolk Morris to dance up the Mayday sun at Felixstowe,
Suffolk. There are major events involving Green Men, especially the annual ‘Jack in The Green Festival’ in Hastings and the ‘Rochester
Sweeps Festival.’

Where does that leave us today? If you are interested visit wonderful, mysterious Suffolk and go see them! How you may regard them is a
personal matter and may be influenced by your pre-existing beliefs. As a Heathen I view them as the personification of a type of wight, a
spirit of the place connected with the Light Elves of Norse mythology. However, many people may view them differently. If you want to
honour them, I suggest not leaving any offering taken from their woodland: it would suggest giving them their own belongings back, so
maybe products of civilisation such as corn or milk may be more appropriate to leave. Personally, I would not try to make direct contact –
history shows us that they shun human society and values and are only interested in preserving their diminishing habitat. Maybe a more
realistic offering would to donate money or time to an organisation that preserves woodlands.

The above article is a compilation of extracts from my copiously illustrated book:
‘The Woodwose in Suffolk & beyond: a pictorial guide’ by Pete Jennings
Published 2019 by Gruff Books of Halstead Essex.
Available from Amazon for £15.00 paperback or £4.56 Kindle.

Pete Jennings has had over twenty books published on folklore, mythology, Paganism and the supernatural. He has not just researched a

pictorial guide but provided the historical and wider contextual analysis. It will enable the reader to understand the possible origins and

thinking behind this mysterious creature.

Jack in the Green – Mallary Quinn

My thanks to Mallary Quinn freelance illustrator for allowing me to reproduce her wonderful interpretation of the Jack in the Green. Mallary
specialises in book, editorial and comic illustration. She also dabbles in printmaking. Her favourite things in the world are apples, flower
gardens, fantasy novels, Dungeon and Dragons , musicals and her Siamese, Wes. Not to mention she’s a giant sucker for anything history
related.

She is available for freelance projects and personal commissions. You can see more of her wonderful work and get in touch at
www.mallaryquinn.com

http://www.mallaryquinn.com/


Sightings by Jo Gibson

Wall frieze at St Michael's Mount Castle Cornwall

Green Skull at Paul’s Church (St Penpol) in Penwith Cornwall
Luxulyan Cornwall

Green Lion heads on the outside of St Catwg's church on the edge of Llangattock, just across the river from Crickhowell. 

I’m very grateful to Jo Gibson for the incredible amount of sightings she has contributed to the pages of this newsletter.



Longdown - Holcombe Burnell (church at manor rather than village) St John the Baptist (above and below right)

Eden Project Cornwall - modern mural on a rock in the tropical biome



Lanlivery, Cornwall St Brevita a modern carved
head that stands on a window ledge

St Neot, Cornwall C15th roof boss

Lydford, Castle Inn - C15th building with stained glass door panels
Crediton, The Holy Cross - C15th foliate head disgorging from eyes

Sourton, St Thomas a Becket – C14th roof bosses



Cadbury St Michael & All Angels - C15th

Tiverton - St Peter's Church



Somerset Halberton, St Andrews

Somerset Creech St Michael



Somerset, Halberton,

Middlezoy – Somerset Holy CrossDevon, Clyst St George C20th (rebuilt after being bombed in
WW2) Two green men bosses above chancel, also kneeler of
green man



Somerset Glastonbury - Courtyard in town

Somerset Ashcott, roof bosses C19th Greenham - St Peter's

Somerset Glastonbury Market Cross - very worn



Stockleigh Pomeroy, St Mary’s C13th C15th oak bench ends and C15th Stone Pillars



Snippets

Peter Aller has his very own basement Green Man pub in Cartersville, Georgia. Peter is
originally from Leek in Staffordshire and his wife Kathi from Georgia. When he was back in the
UK a couple of years ago he found a green man ceiling boss for sale in a flea market for £1 and
made a resin copy of it.

He also made a couple of Green Men, They were first sculpted out of plastilina, He make a mold
and then cast them in resin.

Over the bar there is a frieze of Cernunnos and there are four Green Man corbels supporting the
bar and mantlepiece.

The sign outside the bar is Peter’s adaptation of Anne Stokes well known picture.



The motif of the three hares has fascinated me ever since I first encountered it, and I have been intrigued by its mysterious
history and ambiguous meaning. The motif consists of three hares (or possibly rabbits, in some cases) running in a circle,
either clockwise or anti-clockwise, with each hare having two ears – but there are only three ears in total. The ears form a
triangle at the centre of the design (very occasionally, there are four hares sharing four ears, which form a square at the
centre).

I first came across them in Devon, where there are nearly 20 examples of medieval roof bosses featuring the three hares in
churches across the county. (They are sometimes called “Tinners’ Rabbits” in the Dartmoor area, but this seems to be a bit
of a red herring, as the origins of the motif are much older).

So, first, the history: the earliest examples have been found in caves in China, which are believed to be early 6th century.
The theory is that the motif travelled west along the Silk Road, appearing in southern Russia, Iran, eastern Europe, Germany,
France, Switzerland, and finally crossing the Channel to England and Wales in the early 14th century. The hares transcend
religious traditions, from Buddhism, through the Islamic world (where the motif appears on metalwork, glass, ceramics and
textiles), Judaism (18th century synagogues in Germany have the motif, alongside the riddle “Three hares sharing three ears,
yet everyone one of them has two”) to Christianity (they feature in churches across Western Europe).

The meaning is much more mysterious than the history. Hares have had many associations, including as a symbol for
resurrection in Chinese mythology. The hare was the animal associated with the pagan goddess Oestara, along with the
moon, possibly because the hare was believed (erroneously!) to have a gestation period of 28 days. This association may
account for the naming of the female cycle (oestrus) and the principal female hormone (oestrogen). This female imagery
may be the reason that the three hares are often found juxtaposed with the Green Man in English examples. In another
legend, the hare was believed to have laid the Cosmic Egg, which may be the precursor of the idea of the Easter Bunny, and
Easter eggs! And latterly, the three hares were believed to be a symbol of the Christian Trinity.

I leave you with my own interpretation, in a linocut print, of the three hares and moon motif, which is the logo for my blog. If
you are really lucky, you may manage to track down a copy of The Three Hares: A curiosity worth regarding by Tom
Greeves, Chris Chapman and Sue Andrew, published by Skerryvore Productions but now sadly out of print – if you do, can I
please borrow it?!

You can find Lisa’s The Three Hares blog at https://thethreeharesblog.com/ where you will find lots of links and other

information.

The Three Hares – by Lisa Tulfer

https://thethreeharesblog.com/


Snippets

Thanks to Laura Wooton Wolfe for this wonderful
Green Man. Laura began painting Green Men
years ago and has done a series of the months.
This is Laura’s take on July.

My talented wife and love of my life Sally made this fantastic Green
Man cushion cover

Terry Smith sent in these pictures of his incredible sculpture



Hand Made Crafts Forged from Folklore & Fire

Fine Silver Jewellery inspired by Nature, our Ancestors,

the Sacred British Landscape, its Folklore & Mythology

Dan Belton sent in some examples of his wonderful Green Man images to adorn the pages of this newsletter

Snippets



The Company of the Green Man

(Founded 1998)

Ronald (Dusty) Millar wrote “The Green Man Companion and Gazetteer” in 1997 and in a note at the back of the book invited
interested people to join The Company of the Green Man. And thus the Company Began.

The Company of the Green Man gathers, archives and makes freely available information, images and folklore about the Green Man
and the traditional Jack in the Green. It supports current traditions that feature the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green worldwide.
The Company also promotes artists and writers who feature the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green in their work and assists
where possible the protection and preservation of architectural images of the green man and traditions involving the traditional Jack-
in-the-Green.

Our website and blog at www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

Is the place to find the latest information about 

the Green Man and the Traditional Jack-in-the-Green 

All text in this newsletter is copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original contributor

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original photographer

No text or images may be reproduced without the prior permission of the copyright holders 

Thanks as always to Rob Stephens for designing our fantastic logo. Go and find more of his wonderful art at: https://www.deviantart.com/satansbrand 

http://www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk/
https://www.deviantart.com/satansbrand

